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“As a CPA / accountant what do you        
want MORE of in Life? Do you want        
more love, peace, money, friendship,     
and/or time?” 

 

To gain more, without putting more       
effort / energy into something we      
need to learn the art of LEVERAGE.” 

“Learn the rules like a pro,      
so you can break them     
like an artist.” Pablo     
Picasso  

 
 
 
 

 
  

 



Purpose 
To assist CPA’s, accounting firm employees and all of our clients in            
learning how to LEVERAGE everything positive in our lives and the lives of             
others around us . . . for MORE! 
 
Foundation 
What is the biggest challenges that      
we as CPA’s, accounting firms and      
all of our employees face each and       
every day? 
 
Is it working long hours during tax       
season? Is it stress and pressure?      
Is it the speed upon which things       
change and how we need to keep       
up with everything along with doing      
all the work that we need to do?  
 
Often people are lazy and think of       
motivation as being positive and     
manipulation as being negative.    
When we think about it though . . .         
it’s pretty easy to see how      
motivation for the wrong things is negative and manipulation for the right things is              
positive. In LEVERAGE . . . The Course, The Network, The Coaching /             
Mentoring and systems we will learn how to bring massive value to all those              
around us and help us as CPA’s / accounting professionals to earn more while              
working a lot less.  
 
If we want MORE of anything good and LESS of all that is bad without adding                
time or work to accomplish this . . . we must learn to LEVERAGE. The key to                 
success for us . . . and others . . . in this journey . . . is to make sure that we’re                       
LEVERAGING things in a positive way . . . and that’s not easy to know. 
 
Let’s face it . . . not to be too hard on us in the accounting profession, but at                   
times we need to be honest and realize that we often think like employees. We               
don’t mean to think like this but we do. We think for us to earn more money, take                  
on your clients, do more business . . . we need to work more hours and who of us                   
in this profession wants to work more?  Probably not very many. 
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So how do we earn more while working less? We need to learn to Think               
Differently and that’s what LEVERAGE does. LEVERAGE will help us and those            
around us to learn to Think Differently and do so quickly.  
 
Check out this short interview with a few        
CPA’s who have learned / are learning       
how to do this.  
 
Check out this short video . . . 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOIDJP-Olcg 
 
We can think something is positive . . .         
when in fact it could be negative and we could think something is negative when               
in fact it’s positive. Yes . . . this white paper and everything else that is                
connected to this white paper, the seven week course, books, seminars,           
workshops, events . . . and a great deal more will cause you to THINK               
DIFFERENTLY and do so quickly.  Why?  How?  
 
The first step in learning how to LEVERAGE things properly          
is to learn to LEVERAGE ourselves. This is not an easy as            
CPA’s / accounting professionals to do . . . it will take a             
massive amount of work . . . and it’s not a destination . . . but                
a journey and one worth pursuing.  It will awaken us. 
 

When we think of LEVERAGE like moving a large rock or           
the space shuttle . . . we see that it’s not good or bad . . . it is                   
what it is. Now . . . moving that rock could cause good or              
bad things to happen, so it’s very important to understand          
that for every action / point of leverage, there is an equal /             
opposite reaction.  
 

Learning to be a SEER, someone who can “see into the future” to know what will                
happen is very important for us to learn BEFORE we learn to LEVERAGE.  
 
Question . . . “What is you or your firm’s biggest challenge?”  
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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~ For Additional Information On LEVERAGE . . . The Course ~  

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
 
LEVERAGE . . . The Course has been developed in key partnership with Legacy              
Partners a part of Life Masteries Institute which is a non profit 501c3 organization. The               
first step in learning how to LEVERAGE ourselves is to complete a 30 minute gift               
Strategy Session. There is no charge to do this . . . it is a gift to you and your very first                      
step in learning how to LEVERAGE one’s self.  
    > www.DNAforSuccess.com/30min-strategy 
 
 
LEVERAGE . . . The Course is       

built around what we believe     

you’ll discover to be the most      

interesting model which will help     

you to gain success in all those       

area we face as CPA’s /      

accounting professionals.  
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LEVERAGE . . . The Course has been engineered around the BOS ~ Business              
Operating System and the 3 DNA’s: PEOPLE ~ BUSINESS ~ LIFE. When we use              
intention in bringing together the 3 DNA’s we create LEVERAGE which benefits every             
area of one’s life.  
 
Here are some examples of things which give us / others LEVERAGE . . .  
 

> > > LEVERAGE . . . ~ Questions ~ Answers ~ Passions ~ Vision ~ Interests ~                  
Hobbies ~ Knowledge ~ Money ~ Time ~ Talents ~ Treasure ~ Trust ~ Truth ~ Temple                 
~ Thought ~ Education ~ Technology ~ Networks ~ Relationships ~ Love ~ Friendships              
~ Gender ~ Ethnic ~ Age ~ Pain ~ Pleasure ~ Experiences ~ Hurt ~ Healing ~ Birth ~                   
Death ~ Life ~ Depression ~ Anger ~ Happiness ~ Spirituality ~ Joy ~ Humility ~  
. . . To Get What We & Others Truly Want In Life.  
 
The following mobel breaks things down into 7 easy lessons which help us to learn how                
to . . . well . . . do anything that is positive and our heart desires. More detail in the                     
Q&A on the following model that seems overwhelming, but it’s really not.  :-) 

 

~ For Additional Information On LEVERAGE . . . The Course ~  

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
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Q&A 

Q1. What if I don’t feel I have time for LEVERAGE? 

 
Answer 
GREAT NEWS . . . we’ve anticipated that and in addition           
to getting the course you need to also get the “Back Stage            
Passes.” The first thing we do in the Back Stage Passes           
is to help individuals learn that if we don’t have an           
abundance of time it’s due to “How we as CPA’s think           
about time.” When we learn the Secret About Time,         
we’ll learn to think differently about time and that will give           
us more time. 
 
Most of us as CPA’s / accounting professionals and even most of our clients who               
are business owners thinking about money and time in a very different way which              
is why we run out of time so quickly. See . . . we think about money in a way                    
where if we invest $10,000 into something we expect to get $10,000 back . . . plus                 
more money . . . BUT . . . we do not think about money in the same way. We                    
usually think that when we invest time into something we get money and when we               
think like this, exchanging time for money, we always run out of time, always! 
 
LEVERAGE help us to learn to Think Differently about time where we’ll learn how              
to invest 1 hour and get 3 hours back. Trust us . . . when we say . . . you have                      
never experienced any course / experience anything like this.  
 
There are 10,080 minutes we all have in every week. The seven week course              
takes up 60 of those 10,080 minutes so we still have 10,020 minutes left which is                
a ton of time. For the 60 minutes a week you give up of your time, many of those                   
who finish the course say they know for a fact, from what they learned in the                
course, that they will gain 10 times that, for the rest of their lives.  
 

~ 1 Minute MVP Video on “The Secret About Time” ~ 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6TGyjFDNu0 

 
 

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
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Q2. Who would benefit from taking the course? 

 
Answer 
Well . . . actually, everyone can benefit from taking LEVERAGE . . . The Course                
as it helps everyone to learn about themselves, their personality, how to know             
clearly what we want, how to find out what others truly want and then how to use                 
LEVERAGE to help create WIN WIN WIN for everyone involved.  
 
Actually every employee / team member in one’s firm can go through LEVERAGE             
. . . The Course and apply it to what they do each and every day.  
 
Imagine . . . if everyone on your team         
where to think differently about time,      
people, business, career and life?  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wPweMsNSJM 
 
You and your team will probably enjoy it so         
much so that you’ll refer to all your clients.         
Legacy Partners and Life Masteries Institute are non profit organizations so a            
large part of the proceeds from the course go to many great causes AND even               
better yet there are affiliate programs as well, where you could earn 25% from              
anyone you refer into the program.  
 
You could literally make this another profit center, which you would not need to              
hire any staff so 100% of what was generated could go to your bottom line OR                
you could donate the revenue to a great cause you are passionate about. Totally              
up to you.  
 
If you have companies which have 100’s or 1,000’s of employee this could add up               
to a sizable amount of money, potentially increasing your bottom line profit by             
20% to 100%+ . . . again without adding any new staff OR you could give                
whatever was generated to any cause you, your employees or your clients are             
passionate about.  
 
Yes . . . in LEVERAGE . . . The Course, we don’t just teach or talk about                  
LEVERAGE we live it in all that we do. Throughout the entire course you and               
your team will be doing deep learning from applying LEVERAGE in all that we do.  

 

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
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Q3. Will this help those in sales? 

 
Answer 
Actually . . . when you think about it we’re all in sales. We’re selling ourselves,                
our ideas, our talents, gifts and thoughts so . . . “Yes, this course will help                
everyone learn how to clearly obtain what they desire in life as a result of helping                
those around us, to obtain everything they are looking for as well. 
 
“Does your firm ever have any challenges in getting clients to turn their             
information in on time or to give you what you need to do to get your work done?”  
 
LEVERAGE will help us to learn how to “sell” our clients on the value of getting                
their information to us when they should. 
 
Do we have any clients that are honestly . . . “Just bad / problem clients that we                  
would like to fire . . . but are fearful of how to replace that business?”   
 
LEVERAGE will help us to learn how to develop systems which will get our best               
clients to refer others they know to us. This is amazing LEVERAGE as great              
clients tend to know other great clients, we call this The Cluster Principle and              
when we learn to to LEVERAGE that and other natural laws we get rid of the                
problem clients and that increases our bottom line profit and reduces our stress             
and the horus we work.  
 
For those who are directly involved in sales, you’ll never attend a course that is so                
practical in condensing it down to two things . . . 1. Helping show those we sell our                  
INTENTION and 2. Our CAPABILITIES. When we are able to quickly show or             
even better yet build a system which shows that we have their best intention at               
heart and we also have the capabilities to follow through with what we say we will                
do. It’s an amazing course the directly connects into The 5/30 Grid and Area 3:               
The Sales.  
  

Q4. Is there a more advanced LEVERAGE white paper? 
 

Answer 
Yes there is actually. It’s done by 5 secret authors and there is a survey and an                 
agreement that one must agree to to gain access to that white paper.  
 

~ http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/leverage/ ~  
 

~ For Additional Information On LEVERAGE . . . The Course ~  

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
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Q5. What are the two most important things for LEVERAGE? 

 
Answer 
Great question! It’s actually, in a way very        
simple. It comes down to “INTENTION” and       
“CAPABILITIES.” When we learn how to better       
communicate based on personalities, our clients      
will more quickly follow our directions which will        
not only help us to service them in a far more           
effective manner but our profits will increase, our        
stress and hours we work will decrease.  
 
Think about it. When others understand our INTENTION .         
. . i.e. they trust us and when people trust us . . . we gain                
LEVERAGE.  
 
What’s interesting . . . “Is that any less true of ourselves            
personally?” When we do not have pure, good, positive         
INTENTIONS, then we lose LEVERAGE don’t we?  
 
Now with that being said, just because someone has great          
intentions that doesn’t mean that we won’t get hurt or that           
they will help us, does it? 
 
Our CAPABILITIES are equally important. Someone may       
have great intentions in helping us with brain surgery but if           
they don’t have the CAPABILITIES, well then we will not          
let them help us.  
 
What’s strange is that someone could have great        
INTENTIONS and great CAPABILITIES and we wouldn’t allow them to help us            
while someone else could have evil INTENTIONS and only have CAPABILITIES           
to hurt us . . . and we could trust them?  Isn’t that strange?  
 
There is an amazing white paper on Trust which helps us to realize how we often                
do not trust the people we should and trust the people we shouldn’t. The amount               
of opportunities, money, time and energy we and others around us lose, due to              
this is huge.  
 
White Paper ~ Trust  > http://dnaforlife-laws.com/trust 
 
In the course we’ll learn about how to build trust quickly, gain trust and give trust                
to those who will be great stewards of our trust.  
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Q6. Why are QUESTIONS so important? 

 
Answer 
In Stickly Messages course, Box 2 in The 5/30         
Grid we learn that the secret to creating a         
message that really sticks is . . . “Ask A          
QUESTION . . . Tell A Story.”  
     > http://dnaforsuccess.com/solutions/sticky-messages 
 
When we ask a QUESTION we open someone’s        
mind to a new way of thinking and when we          
TELL A STORY we fill their question in with         
something magical to help LEVERAGE the energy from the very best questions to             
the solutions, thoughts, insights . . . direction we believe is a win win win for                
everyone involved. Another great online class is $’s In The Bank which is a 7               
week course on learning how to ask powerful questions.  
     > http://dnaforsuccess.com/solutions/DollarsInBank 
 
A powerful white paper on this is Biggest Challenges         
To Income which helps us to understand how by         
asking people one of the simplest yet most powerful         
questions of all . . . “With all the things you’ve got            
going in every area of your life, what would you          
say the biggest challenge you may be having?” . . .           
WAIT . . . LISTEN . . . and then say . . . “That’s               
interesting, tell me more.” When we as CPA’s /         
accounting professionals learn to ask better questions our clients will become           
more responsive to use, will refer us highly profitable clients. LEVERAGE is the             
starting point to learning to think differently about people and systems.  
 

Assignment ~ leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 

____ (1 to 10, 10 the best) Rate your system for asking QUESTIONS.  
“Determine the best Level 1, 2, 3 and 4 QUESTIONS which will            
produce greater success.” 
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Q7. Are we really good LISTENERS? 

 
Answer 
Most of us think we’re good listeners, but are we          
really? LISTENING is as much of an art as it is           
a science. Sure, we as CPA’s listen well for         
details which are important to servicing our       
clients tax and accounting needs, but are we        
great at listening to their business / people        
needs?  
 
Do we know how to identify someone’s       
personality in 15 seconds over the phone? Do        
we understand our own personality and how we        
tend to hear certain things really well but do not          
listen well to other things that we tend not to          
want to hear so much?  
 
Do we consider people’s learning modality, how       
we tend to learn and listen and how others can          
listen and learn in a very different way? In         
LEVERAGE . . . The Course we’ll learn how by          
learning to LISTEN at a different frequency we        
hear things which often aren’t said and how to learn to “LISTEN with INSIGHT”              
as an intention. This will change the entire culture of our company and how we               
service our clients and you’ll be amazed how many other problems this will solve. 
 
A most interesting white paper is Clear Communications which can help us to get              
even more out of the course.  
   > http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/communication 
 

Assignment ~ leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 

____ (1 to 10, 10 the best) Rate your system for LISTENING.  
“Go through lesson on LISTENING, read white paper and then work           
with ARRT Mentor and 2 ARRT Buddies to develop best strategy.” 
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Q8. Is what we SEE . . . actually true? 

 
Answer 
Now this is an interesting question. “Have you        
ever met someone who deeply believed that       
whatever they said was true . . . just because          
they said it?” As CPA’s / accounting       
professionals we SEE a part of the picture for         
sure, but we often miss SEEING things which        
are actually far more valuable often in helping        
our clients than what we see naturally.  
 
Due to many factors, especially our personality /        
frequency we tend to think we SEE things as         
they are, which is not entire false, but it’s not          
nearly as true as we think it is either.  
 
We will not gain LEVERAGE over ourselves or        
those around us until we learn how and why we          
think we SEE what we do and how others will          
SEE things in a very different way. When we         
learn to SEE things from all 65,536 possible        
personality (yes, you can train your brain to do         
this as a reflex), we will gain LEVERAGE which can create a win win win for all                 
those involved.  
 
The White Paper SEEING & BEING helps us to learn how to SEE BIG & small.                
Learning to SEE the BIG picture and then small details gives us LEVERAGE to              
accomplish things we never dreamed possible and helps others to SEE our            
intentions in a very effective manner. 
    > SEEING & Being:  http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/seeing 
 

Assignment ~ leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 

____ (1 to 10, 10 the best) Rate your system for SEEING.  
“How do I learn to SEE in a more effective way and how do I build a                 
system to do so for everyone around me?” 
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Q9. How Do I THINK Differently? 

 
Answer 
Learning to THINK Differently is one of the most         
challenging things for anyone to do and maybe        
even more for CPA’s / accounting professionals.  
 
It’s like we’re wired from birth with your GEO         
personality / frequency and then our      
environment tends to mold our PAIN Quadrant       
personality / frequency to where we often are        
largely hard wired to THINK a certain way.  
 
This is not entirely bad as we’ve seen the         
success that we’ve seen, but it also reveals that         
our greatest strength is our greatest weakness       
and our greatest weakness is just our greatest        
strength misapplied, it’s taking a strength and       
carrying it too far.  
 
The DNA for PEOPLE, Personality Masteries      
and the DNA for LIFE are very powerful tools in          
helping us to learn how to Think Differently and do so quickly. Learning to THINK               
differently helps us to learn to communicate and demonstrate our capabilities           
quickly to others. 
    > Think Differently White Paper: http://dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/think 
 

Assignment ~ leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 

____ (1 to 10, 10 the best) Rate your system for THINKING Differently.  
“What specific actions will I take daily to learn to Think Differently and             
do so quickly?” 
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Q10. How do I best present solutions? 

 
Answer 
LEVERAGE . . . The Course was inspired by         
Box 8: Pre-Sent Solutions from within The 5/30        
Grid. If someone agrees fully with us in all that          
we think and say then no LEVERAGE is        
required.  
 
As CPA’s / accounting professionals we often       
present a solution, option, our thoughts in the        
way we would like others to present to us . . .            
and that doesn’t work so well. Best case        
scenario only 6.25% of the population thinks       
anything even close to what we do which is why          
we often present a solution and those around use         
won’t take it. When we learn to present solutions         
in “The LEVERAGE Way,” we will see very        
different results and people will DO / take action. 
 
When we follow the LEVERAGE model we learn        
that there is a science to insure that we are          
PROPERLY using LEVERAGE in all that we do        
and always seeking win win for everyone we’re        
engaged with. When we Ask QUESTIONS properly and then LISTEN through           
Personality Masteries and learn to SEE ourselves and others properly and THINK            
in a very different way we gain LEVERAGE over ourselves. Once we gain             
LEVERAGE over ourselves we then are in a position to learn how to LEVERAGE              
others properly.  
 
When the LEVERAGE model is followed properly presenting a solution is natural            
and individuals will be drawn to follow our recommendation and we are rewarded             
with a DO. “The Results” we seek in all areas of life are surrounded by               
LEVERAGE. If we are not achieving the results we desire, then mastermind            
together with others from the course and work together which step, which part of              
the model we may not be doing properly.  
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Assignment ~ leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 

____ (1 to 10, 10 the best) Rate your system for SOLUTIONS.  
“What solutions do I want? How do I best use the LEVERAGE model             
to best achieve what I desire as a result of helping others?” 
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So . . . what do you think?  
 

Others who have been through the course share . . . “I have             
never been through anything like this course in my life. It’s worth            
ten times what I invested financially.”  
 

If you have not registered for LEVERAGE . . . The Course do so              
today. It’s fast and easy to do and the financial investment is            
very responsible.  
 

~ For Additional Information On LEVERAGE . . . The Course ~  

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Once you register for the course you will be assigned an ARRT            
Mentor and as you get into the course you will selected 2 ARRT             
Buddies.  ARRT stands for “Atomic Ripple Reaction Team / Tree” 
 

ARRT was designed through LEVERAGE with the intention of         
bringing peace to the Middle East & Serenity to Self. Whatever           
you are passionate about . . . whatever your life vision is our             
passion is to help you achieve your life vision and live it each and              
every day. 
 

My ARRT Mentor: ______________________________ 
 
My 2 ARRT Buddies ______________________________ 
 

______________________________ 
 
 
If you are interested in becoming a affiliate member to LEVERAGE . . . The               
Course and turning this course into a profit center and/or becoming certified in             
LEVERAGE please connect with the individual who passed this white paper along            
to you or call 630.393.9909 or toll free 888.230.2300. 
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